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Cherry Forest Products has three generations of family owned 

expertise. Taking a hands-on approach to their work while keeping 

in mind that customer satisfaction is always at the forefront and 

paramount to the continued long term success of the company.

OUR STORY,
EXPERIENCE MATTERS



100% C HEMICA L FREE
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Created for the perfectionist with an eye for detail our thermally 

modified wood is a beautiful, ecological alternative to plastic and 

tropical hardwoods. 

Its striking color, unparalleled durability and unrivaled quality makes 

every installation a showcase in understated luxury.

ASPIRE TO A NEW 
STANDARD



UNRIVA LED QUA LI T Y
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Thermal modification is a process that provides extended life to 
wood. The wood is heated using a combination of temperature, 
water vapor and the absence of oxygen which results in structural 
changes to occur within the wood. Once this process is complete 
it results in increasing the woods stability and provides added 
durability by increasing the woods resistance to decay.

THERMALLY
MODIFIED WOOD

NATURE’S GIFT TO US, OUR GIFT TO YOU



FSC ® C ER TIFIED



INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
CLADDING
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ASH CLADDING
INSPIRING COLOR, ELITE 
TEXTURE

Enhance the exterior of your home with a timeless 

design of wood features. 

Our Ash cladding features a high number of open 

grain patterns while displaying the natural beauty of 

it's rich brown colors.

CLADDING SIZING

CLADDING PROFILES

Wood Species Sizes

Ash 1” x 6”  (7/8" x 5.5")
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PINE CLADDING
TRADITIONAL MEETS
MODERN

Our Pine has reached new heights in modern home 

designs. Adorned with honey brown undertones and 

available in both clear and knotty grades this is an 

excellent wood siding choice, while still offering great 

value and long lasting beauty.

CLADDING SIZING

CLADDING PROFILES

Wood Species Sizes

Pine 1” x 5”  (7/8" x 4.6")





EXTERIOR DECKING
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ASH DECKING
EVOKE CONVERSATION

Make a statement with your next outdoor 

entertainment space. 

Our Ash decking will surely initiate a conversation 

from your guests. Its appealing good looks and long 

lasting durability make it the perfect choice. 

DECKING SIZING

DECKING PROFILES

Wood Species Sizes

Ash 1" x 6” (7/8" x 5.5")

STANDARD

STANDARD GROOVED
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PINE DECKING
KNOTTY

Made for the outdoor enthusiast who is looking for 

an adventuresome appearance. 

Its rugged good looks presents the perfect 

opportunity to make a bold statement.

DECKING SIZING

DECKING PROFILES

Wood Species Sizes

Pine 5/4 ” x 6” (1" x 5.4")

STANDARD

STANDARD GROOVED
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PATINA GREY
WEATHERED TO PERFECTION

Our thermally modified wood undergoes a unique 

color transformation as it ages. This look is often 

described as a "Patina Grey" appearance. 

This natural aging effect is often a desired 

appearance by our clients as it can harmonize well 

with the natural landscape
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CFP Woods specializes in interior and exterior high-end charred 

cedar siding. Utilizing local white and red cedar, a well-known 

construction material known for its rot proof, insect and weather-

resistant properties.

CHARRED WOOD





CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
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HIDDEN DECK FASTENERS
SIMPLE YET EFFECTIVE

Spend less time installing and more time enjoying 

with our patented hidden deck fastener system. 

It presents a clean looking deck surface, free from 

unsightly surface mounted screws, while providing 

the perfect spacing between deck boards.
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END-MATCHING
TECHNOLOGY

End matching is the precise trimming on both ends of 

all board material with a tongue and groove profile. 

Without end matched boards, every board must be 

trimmed on-site. This increases job time and greatly 

increases waste.
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MAINTENANCE

Utilizing the right coating will assist in helping maintain 

the woods preferred appearance and assist in 

protecting its surface. 

Flat surfaces such as decking require a higher degree 

of attention to guard against graying, discoloration 

and surface degradation. 

Annual maintenance of exterior wood surfaces 

should be expected to help maintain the customers 

preferred appearance and increase the woods 

longevity.
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